In order to manage point image model easier and build the point cloud model on the basis of the need and improve the query efficiency, a 2D&3D integrated spatial index of large point image model is proposed in this paper. Point image is managed by 2D quad tree and 3D MBB. Point image model constituted by point image are indexed by 3D-R tree. Finally the organized hierarchical model and other attribute data are stored in commercial database. The storage, management and visualization of large point image model are verified on the ordinary PCs. The experiment data are derived from the representative ancient buildings in Forbidden City. Experimental results show that the algorithm is able to manage more than 10G-level data and one billion valid points with satisfactory rendering efficiency.
INTRODUCTION

Point Image
Terrestrial LIDAR has become one of the principal means of acquiring fine 3D graphics information in the near earth space. 3D laser scanner launches the laser and ranges by receiving the laser that had been launched for many times. The data are acquired by high resolution domed scanning. The points are recorded by 3D coordinates with intensity, which are stored by the way of 2D array logically. We define original scanned data with the array way as point image. The multi-view (multi-station) point images which are only registrated are called point image model. Point image model has the characteristics of large volumes (mass) 、 arrangement with scanning line(grid)、raw data without any processing(originality) 、 single point in the same rays direction(uniqueness). Some terrestrial laser scanner equipped with a camera can acquire texture information of scanning target. There is no direction vector of points generally. However, the rich information acquired by laser scanner has not been used effectively. It is used to convert the data to scattered point cloud and recalculate the geometric properties of scattered point cloud again. The topological relationships acquired by scanning directly among the 3D points are abandoned. Some scholars have noticed this characteristic of point image model and have made some meaningful work. In order to construct TIN model more effectively, a algorithm of spherical directed search and spherical Local Optimization Procedure(LOP) is presented, which not only improves the efficiency of network configuration, but also avoids triangulation error and hole caused by the data noise (Zhang Fan, Huang Xianfeng,2009 );In order to optimize point image registration process, a spherical re-sampling method based on distance dependence is used to simplify point image data, which reduces the time cost of registration effectively (Mandow, A., Martí nez, J.L，2010).
Research Significance
Point image can express true target shape as a whole. They are original data that must be saved permanently, and the postprocessing work of point cloud data must depend on the point image model. However, the volume of data is very high and point image data may include millions of 3D points. It is obvious that point image model has lots of scanning stations. For example, inside and outside the Hall of Supreme Harmony in Forbidden City, the volume had been reached to hundreds of stations. And how to store, manage and visualize such a huge point image model has become a problem that must be solved at present. Commercial software have functions of edit, registration, 3D modelling and data conversion of point cloud data, etc. But they are mainly used to solve the problems from the traditional view of reverse engineering and can't render the whole of point cloud data at once.These software can only divide the data into sub-block to process, then choose the available data and abandon the others, which loses the originality and grid of point image data. It not only takes more time cost and effort but also can't be used conveniently. Especially for the ancient buildings in Forbidden City, they have features of components diversification 、 high query requirements and so on. So it has greater difficulties in organizing、storing、and managing the spatial data. In order to facilitate the scene rendering of overall point image model of buildings and improve the efficiency of processing and visualizing huge point image data, and ensure the safety of original data, this paper provides a new spatial index mechanism of huge point image model, which lays the foundation for post-processing and management of huge point cloud data.
Present Status of Research on 3D Spatial Index
In recent years, the research on spatial index of huge point cloud has made considerable development. In this section, we give a historical overview of the research in this field. Some researchers have also developed and used many ways to organize point image data, such as grid index (Wang Yanmin, 2002a; Zheng Kun, 2006; Xia Yu, 2006) , quadtree, octree, k-d tree (Shi Wenzhong,etc.,2007) , three-dimensional R-tree and its variants (Guttman A,1984; Gong Jun, etc., 2011) . From evolution process of spatial index structure, some representative hybrid and integration spatial index are presented for various application requirements (Fu Yuchen, 2003; Xia Yu, etc., 2006) . For example, in order to solve the problem of multidimensional point access, Robinson proposed Kd-b-tree index (Robinson, 1981) ; In order to solve the multi-path search problem which is caused by quadtree and R-tree index space overlap, Guo Jing, who mixed 2k-ary trees and R-tree index, presented the QR-tree spatial index. The spatial index improves search performance (Guo Jing, 2003) . In order to manage massive point cloud data efficiently, some scholars have proposed a two-level hybrid method which is based on Hilbert code and R-tree index. The method clusters point cloud group by Hilbert space-filling curve and controls data volume of each group under the desired size (Lai Zulong,etc., 2009) . In order to improve the generation and query efficiency of two-dimensional and three-dimensional target space index, Qing Zhu(Qing Zhu, 2009;Gong Jun,2011)invented a three-dimensional R-tree spatial index method taking into account the multiple Levels Of Detail(LOD). The method uses the global optimum node selection algorithm and node shape factor of three-dimensional Cauchy value to ensure that the three-dimensional R-tree node distribution is more balanced. Most spatial index is based on Minimum Bounding Box (MBB) of point objects and spatial entities. However, the index granularity of spatial index basically reaches to a single point object. It is obvious that it can not apply to the amount of spatial data, especially huge point cloud data. Existing spatial index tend to support the LOD technology of the memory or external memory, which is copied to the point cloud data backup typically while generating spatial index and the LOD data. It uses the approach of "space for time" to select the desired level for processing and visualization. Current software systems often use the program of hybrid and integration spatial index mechanism and the strategy of use from each other. There is not a spatial index is superior to others (Cheng Kun, 2006; Shi Wenzhong, 2007) .It often needs to design an appropriate spatial index depending on the different application.
SPATIAL INDEX MECHANISM OF POINT IMAGE
The Design Idea of Quad-MBB Tree
The design of Quad-MBB(QMBB) tree uses the grid property of point image. The building method is based on 2D quadtree space index in top-down way according to the point image's number of rows and columns. It carries on dichotomy on the basis of horizontal and vertical step angle respectively and does 2D segmentation to the point image data. Every segment forms a 2-D Minimal Bounding Rectangle (MBR).As shown in the left column of Figure 2 , it represents the quadtree segmentation based on 2D range image of point image. According to each of the corresponding point image of MBR, a Minimal Bounding Box (MBB) is calculated in 3D space, with 2D quadtree to form 3D-MBB tree, as is shown in the right column of Figure 2 .The 2D quadtree and 3D-MBB tree integrate up and constitute the 2D-3D spatial index:QMBB tree, which has both 2D and 3D features. Figure 1 The Data partition of QMBB-tree spatial index Index particle size of QMBB tree spatial index is a MBR and a MBB, which is a point set index actually. General quadtree nodes contain only 2D information, but the proposed QMBB tree in this paper contains both 2D and 3D properties. QMBB tree supports 2D and 3D space query and retrieval, and the point image model after splitting has no overlap points. In addition, the sampling points within non-leaf node of QMBB tree are from the original data without interpolation operation to ensure data accuracy. Node data structure of QMBB tree spatial index is shown in Figure 3 , consisting of the identification children pointing to the children node and the pParent logo pointing to the parent,3D coordinate offset named CoordOffset, 3D point ID migration called IDOffset, 3D point data ID called IdList, MBBox property of node MBB, MBR property for the ranks of the node location, the name of the node coding named strCode etc. The code of the node's name uses linear quadtree coding method,and encoded string length of each node name represents the node depth in QMBB spatial index tree.
The Spatial Index Construction of Quad-MBB Tree
The construction process for QMBB tree spatial index is as follows, firstly ID value of points are defined in turn in the process of reading each point coordinates. According to the ID value the points are inserted into leaves node of the QMBB tree index. If the number of points stored in a node is more than the threshold, the nodes will be split until all the spatial points are inserted into QMBB tree. After construction of QMBB tree, the action is calculating MBB of each leaf node, using the method of uniform sampling in the way of bottom-to-top to fill non-leaf node data of spatial index tree until the root node, that is to say, non-leaf node of the QMBB tree can also store multi-resolution point image data, but not real 3D coordinate data, and it only stores the ID data of 3D point coordinate. The construction algorithm diagram is shown in Figure 4 ,in which it acquires the number of rows and column for single viewpoint image at first, and build QMBB tree according to the ranks number 530 * 789 from up to down, then insert every 3D point into corresponding leaf node in order, for instance the point of red dashed into "Level 3 leaf node 1", the point of blue dashed into "Level 3 leaf node 2",and when each effective 3D point are inserted into QMBB leaf node, it starts re-sampling to fill in non-leaf nodes with point image data in turn from the leaves node, as is shown by green lines arrow in the Figure 4 .Such a 3D spatial index structure-QMBB tree on the basis of quadtree is generated for one-time and real-time. In the process of reading data, at the same time, large scale of point image model are divided into multi-resolution LOD data block logically. 
Data Organization and Lossless Compression
After the structure of QMBB tree spatial index is built, multiresolution LOD point image data is expressed through the depth of QMBB tree, and each layer of QMBB tree represents point image data of different resolution, which depends on uniformity sampling rate at the time building QMBB tree spatial index. The structure of QMBB tree spatial index can only store ID number of 3D point as information pointer of real point coordinates and intensity, and point coordinate data stores only a single copy, and in retrieval the data is queried through the ID conversion for moving pointer, so as to avoid storage redundancy of multilevel data. When point image data is managed using 3D R-trees spatial index in every scanning station, all the leaf nodes of 3D R-tree store the root node MBB of QMBB tree, at the same time, each node of 3D R-trees also store uniformity sampling data in each point image, using the way of 2-level mixed spatial index to manage all the point image model. Using Depth-First Traversal to serialize and store spatial index, spatial index structure of point image can be quickly recovered after retrieving serialized data.
Point image usually include such attribute information as ID, geometric coordinate, intensity, texture (RGB) and so on. Each 3D coordinates and the RGB texture of a point requires are recorded in three floating type data at least, a total of 24 bytes, while the ID and intensity value of a point needs one floating type data , 4 bytes. So the storage of a point object needs 32 bytes 256 bits totally, and if the data volume of storing twenty million points reaches about 610 MB, while it cannot be render completely with current video card memory in reserved mode. In order to speed up network transmission of the point image data, we must compress the point image data. Different data type should apply different compression methods, for the intensity value and RGB texture value, we stretch their each component to the range of 0-255 positive integers, using one byte to store them respectively, and draw in the way of integer type directly with OpenGL tools, and the stretching method will not affect point image's textured display; Inspired by 47th reference (Wang Yanmin, 2002) , using quantitative methods of spatial compression for the coordinates of 3D float type point. Generally the Z coordinate of block data is large, but it is in commonly less than 1000 m. In the experiment, point quantity stored in QMBB tree node of the spatial index structure is controlled in 16384, reaching the balance between reading speed of point image data and efficiency of index retrieval. With minimal point distance between each scanning point as 1 mm, 16384 points in certain coordinate direction in space are at most in range of 16.384 m, and in general at X, Y direction can accurately express a point's direction coordinate using 14 bits; Because Z coordinates may be large, but generally can't be more than 1000 m. We adopt 20 bits to express Z-direction coordinates, and if the value is more than 1000 m it will be truncated and regarded as invalid points. Similarly we use two bytes to express the ID number of points. As shown in the Table  1 , overall compression ratio of the method reaches 37.5%, namely two thirds of the data is compressed nearly. 
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A prototype system is implemented for interactive visualization management with fast browsing and retrieval of the query function. The prototype system runs on a personal computer whose CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU6600 2.4GHz. Main memory is 3.00GB and graphics card is GeForce8500GT. We use Oracle11g database as the system's database management platform and design database object model and database The red wireframe represents the MBB property of node data. The MBB size is related on the resolution. The higher the resolution is, more intensive MBB wireframe is, and the higher LOD level is, more details will be displayed in the computer screen. What should be noted is that the calculation operation of frame rate not starts when the graphics buffer is full but deal with the rendering data forcedly and immediately. This method calculating the frame rate is out of the limitations of the screen refresh rate. True visualization speed can be reflected better. What is reflected in Table 2 is that the efficiency of rendering point image data. According to the size of point sets after the LOD select the frame rate of valid point is different. Guarantee the basic premise of rendering quality, the rendering speed meet or exceed 10000000 (points/second) in our experiment. It is more than 2 times faster than Reference 15 (ZHANG Long, ,ect,2005) , and more than 6 times faster than Reference 16(L. Ren, ect, 2002 Table 2 .Rendering efficiency statistics of point image model data using the proposed algorithm
The algorithm that this article presents supports to render huge point image model data. If the size of point's number is larger than a threshold it will retrieval a certain level's data from 3D R-Tree and QMBB-Tree. So it is able to maintain a high frame rate with acceptable rendering quality. As shown in the Figure 6 , the left is whole point image model of the Hall of Supreme Harmony in Forbidden City, the file size is 1.54G, it is composed of 241596602 effective points, the valid quantity of 3D points is 10711195; the right is whole point image model of Zhonghedian, the file size is 4.74G, it is composed of 2038308028 effective points, the valid quantity of 3D points is 3940690. Figure 6 Overall visualization of point image models
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The algorithm can read huge point image data and construct QMBB tree spatial index quickly at the same time. It accesses to organized spatial index data and point cloud data with 3D Rtree and QMBB-tree hybrid index. It can avoid unnecessary LOD data backup in external memory and the redundancy of the sampling points. It can save the space of external memory and main memory. Its query efficiency is higher in visualization operation and data structure is simple and effective. Under the premise of basic rendering quality it achieves higher rendering efficiency. The security of data and concurrency are ensured while taking advantage of commercial database to store spatial data. However, network bandwidth will limit transmission speed of point image data. It maybe affects the speed of point image model of real-time visualization.
With the rapid development of LIDAR data acquisition and processing technology, the data amount of a variety of spatial data and non-spatial data will continue to increase. So we need to consider the distributed and grid database management.
Aiming to rendering quality and rendering efficiency a new GPU programmable means and adaptive point image model rendering mode should be used. At the same time, CUDA parallel computing architecture will be developed and applied for higher quality and efficient visualization systems.
